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 AbsTrACT 

This paper discusses design and validation of neural network based mid-course guidance law of a surface to 
air flight vehicle. In present study, initially different optimal trajectories have been generated off-line of different 
pursuer-evader engagements by ensuring minimum flight time, maximum terminal velocity and favorable handing 
over conditions for seeker based terminal guidance. These optimal trajectories have been evolved by nonlinear 
programming based direct method of optimisation. The kinematic information of both pursuer and evader, generated 
based on these trajectories have been used to train cerebellar model articulate controller (CMAC) neural network. 
Later for a given engagement scenario an on-line near optimal mid-course guidance law has been evolved based 
on output of trained network. Training has been carried out by CMAC type supervisory neural network. The tested 
engagement condition is within input/output training space of neural network. Seeker based homing guidance has been 
used for terminal phase. Complete methodology has been validated along pitch plane of pursuer-evader engagement. 
During mid-course phase, the guidance demand has been tracked by attitude hold autopilot and during terminal 
phase, the guidance demanded lateral acceleration has been tracked by acceleration autopilot. System robustness 
has been studied in presence of plant parameter variations and sensor noise under Monte Carlo Platform
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NOMeNClATure 
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NLP              Nonlinear programming
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1. INTrODuCTION
The surface to air flight vehicle (FV) trajectory consists of 

1) launch 2) mid-course and 3) terminal homing phase. Present 
study is mainly to evolve an optimal mid-course guidance of 
a surface launched tactical flight vehicle (TFV) as FV seeking 
to intercept an airborne target during launch and mid-course 
phase. FV is guided by vehicle borne inertial navigation 
system (INS) along with ground radar tracked target kinematic 
information. Terminal phase homing is achieved through 
seeker based autonomous proportional navigation (PN) 
guidance (Fig. 1). For a target at greater distance, it is preferred 
to maximise terminal velocity for better endgame and also to 
minimise total flight time. However, direct formulation of 
mid-course guidance based on optimal control theory results in 
solution of two point boundary value problem (TPBVP) which 
can not be solved in real time on any present day on board 
computer (Song1, et al.). Some of the authors have arrived at 
design of mid-course guidance law of an air-to-air engagement 
based on trajectory optimisation2. Later this algorithm has been 

successfully ported on FV on-board computer and successfully 
flight tested also3. This trajectory shaping during mid-course 
phase where the TPBVP is solved in real time is called singular 
perturbation (SP) guidance. In this paper they have reported 
that for a  specific engagement mid-course SP guidance along 
with terminal PN guidance enhances launch range to 90 km 
whereas PN guidance throughout mid-course and terminal 
phase gives only 52 km. 

In this paper the authors’ aim is to replace SP based mid-
course guidance by artificial neural network (ANN) technique 
which is mainly for range enhancement. In earlier days, this 
optimum mid-course trajectory used to be stored in an on-board 
computer and guidance law used to be implicit type. Present 
day this SP guidance as one popular mid-course guidance law 

Figure  1. Schematic trajectory of flight vehicle target engagement 
(TFV framework).
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is used in real time where the fast to slow variables are solved 
one by one along with boundary layer correction. This is a near 
optimal explicit guidance law in feedback form to cater for all 
uncertainties during flight . This guidance law is bench marked 
and fine tuned based on off-line evolved optimal trajectory as 
reference.

In nineties artificial neural network (ANN) has been 
introduced by Balakrishnan4, et al. where it improves the 
optimum control problem solution. It enables learning, 
adaptation and faster throughput and equips the guidance 
system with capability akin to intelligent biological organisms. 
They have used dynamic programming technique off-line 
to evolve the optimal control histories for an entire bracket 
of initial conditions and entire range of interest. Later they 
trained ANN with the optimal control history and used 
trained network for a specified initial condition and range.  
Lee5, et al. proposed ANN based guidance algorithm. They 
used ANN to train inverse dynamics of the vehicle and used PN 
guidance law directly on non-linear dynamic characteristics.  
Song6, et al. proposed a guidance law based on ANN which 
was trained using the bunch of optimal trajectories obtained for 
various terminal points distributed over the region of interest. 
Song1,7,8, et al. proposed a hybrid guidance scheme with two 
guidance laws. Here also they have generated optimal control 
in terms of initial state and terminal condition off-line, 
trained this set of data by ANN and evolved trained guidance 
law. In their proposed hybrid guidance scheme, γ-correction 
guidance law steers the vehicle to track the optimal trajectory 
generated from the nominal launch conditions and feedback 
guidance law reduces terminal miss distance caused by 
initial launch errors. Choi9, et al.  proposed a differential 
game guidance law using ANN for an air-to-air engagement. 
Here three dimensional time optimal pursuit-evasion game 
solutions are obtained off-line using a gradient based 
optimiser. Here they have used feed forward neural network 
(FFNN) with FV-target relative position  components, their 
velocities and line of sight (LOS) rates along yaw and pitch 
as input and angle of attack along yaw and pitch plane as  
output respectively. Later they enhanced same algorithm by 
considering additional input variables such as range, range 
rate, LOS rate and heading error in FFNN10.

Now let us discuss some current state of the art mid-
course  guidance laws based on deep learning (DL) cited in 
recent literature. Mahammad11, et al. used off-line generated 
optimal trajectories of a surface to air missile for training of 
a  regression model for estimation of the optimal guidance 
commands for mid-course application. In this paper they 
utilised the support vector machine (SVM) and the relevance 
vector machine (RVM ) in their regression model to evaluate 
the ability and benefits of this approach. This approach kept 
them away from the over fitting problem while training. 
Through several numerical experiments with different terminal 
conditions they demonstrate the ability of developed models 
to guide the missile with satisfactory accuracy during the 
mid-course phase. Huang12, et al. evolved a mid-course 
guidance method of interceptor missile based on long short-
term memory DL networks. In their study they have compared 
present DL based guidance law with traditional ANN based 

approach and claimed significant reduction in miss dance 
using proposed approach. Very recently Shaumov13,14 carried 
out simulation of Target-Missile Defender (TMD) engagement 
using Deep Reinforced Learning topology. In TMD a defending 
or intercepting missile is launched by target to neutralise the 
attacking missile which is similar to air defence problem, 
which is also a nonlinear optimal control problem. The optimal 
selection of the defender launch time on-line can be formulated 
as switched system optimisation problem. This is crucial for 
improving the performance of the target defender team. Using 
DL based neural network he has proposed estimation of optimal 
launch time even with small number of measurements. The 
DL method consists of training a deep neural network (DNN) 
(ANN with deep architecture such as several hidden layers) on a  
given data set14  .

Based on above literature survey it is  inferred that 
ANN has been applied  successfully for both mid-course and 
terminal guidance of FVs. In all the research carried out so far, 
ANN based guidance law design consists of three major steps 
such as 1) Generation of optimal input in terms of FV initial 
conditions, path constraints and different terminal constraints 
which is obtained by solving TPBVP off-line as trajectory 
optimisation problem. 2) Selection of ANN topology  and 
training methodology of huge input-output pair database. 3) 
Extraction of near optimal guidance command for a given 
engagement scenario using trained ANN. It is worth to mention 
at this juncture that based on above cited literature, generation 
of training patterns and selection of the input and output spaces 
of the neural network for obtaining ANN based guidance law is 
very crucial and is open till date for research. The authors have 
understood this lacuna and tried to bridge this gap on ANN 
training by following study.

In current research it is assumed that target predicted 
intercept point (PIP) is always available though ground based 
tracking radar. Once FV is launched, it need to be guided 
towards the PIP by itself using INS during the mid-course with 
desirable features with minimum time along with high terminal 
velocity to intercept the target for best no escape zone. The aim 
of this paper is to evolve ANN based mid-course guidance to 
generate optimum trajectory on-line for a given engagement. 
So based on the off-line optimised trajectories, an ANN has 
been trained to generate the on-line optimum trajectory suitable 
to given PIP and in-flight conditions as depicted in Fig.  5. This 
is a novel two stage cascaded network, the first network output 
feed to second along with its input to generate the optimum 
FV attitude angle (θ). Input to trained ANN needs only FV 
kinematic information available from INS and PIP initially 
obtained once through tracking radar. Present algorithm 
requires no need of datalink during mid-course guidance. It is 
worth to mention at this juncture that current state of the art is 
to guide the FV in mid-course based on the target information 
using datalink. Purpose of present research is to eliminate the 
need of datalink using ANN based mid-course guidance. At 
present this concept has been demonstrated for surface to air 
engagement. Later the study has to be extend for air-to-air 
engagement without datalink, eliminating the vulnerability of 
pilot and mother aircraft against enemy.

This paper is organised as follows: 
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(1)  Off-line trajectory optimisation with all path and terminal 
constraints has been carried out by direct method using 
Nonlinear Programming (NLP)15 

(2) Later present  proposed novel cascaded ANN has been 
trained by cerebellar model articulation controller 
(CMAC) neural network (NN)  

(3)  The trained NN has been used to evolve mid-course 
guidance demanded θ for a given engagement condition. 

(4) This guidance demand during mid-course is tracked 
by attitude tracking autopilot with PN guidance during 
terminal homing where the latax (lateral acceleration) 
autopilot tracks the guidance demanded latax. 
During terminal guidance Extended Kalman Filter 

(EKF) based estimator is used to process the noisy seeker 
measurements. Complete methodology has been demonstrated 
by a FV target engagement along pitch plane. System robustness 
has been studied in presence of plant parameter variations and 
sensor noise under Monte Carlo (MC) Platform. The paper 
ends with immediate future activities to be addressed to mimic 
a realistic FV-target engagement.

2. OFF-lINe TrAJeCTOrY OPTIMIsATION
Plant model considered here is described pictorially in  

Fig. 2. The attitude, θ is treated as a control variable. 
Acceleration along the forward and normal axis of the TFV 
excluding gravity  component are:
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here, (T, Q, m) are (thrust, dynamic pressure, pursuer mass). 
S  is reference area as body cross sectional area, α  angle of 
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where [Vh, Vv, r, h] are (horizontal and vertical velocity, range 
and altitude ) along inertial frame (Fig. 2 ).

2.2 Decision Vector
[ ] [ ]u = θ                                                                          (3)
Present trajectory optimisation has been carried out 

by NLP based direct method. The complete procedure is 
available in Betts 15 and not reported here for brevity. Recently  
Mukherjee16, et al. carried out an air-to-air trajectory 
optimisation using NLP based direct transcription method. 
Present problem formulation is subset of that with fixed initial 
condition, terminal constraint of meeting specified evader 
(Rd,Hd) and in-flight path constraint of |α| ≤ αmax. 

The cost function for present problem to be minimised is 

( ) ( )
0

2 2 2 2-
ft

t f h h f v f f
t

J K t K V t K V t K Q dtα= + + α∫              (4)

Performance parameter 1      Performance parameter 2

where ( ), , ,t h vK K K Kα  are the weights of   variables to be 
optimised. The performance parameters consist of minimisation 
of total flight time, maximisation of terminal horizontal and 
vertical velocity components for better end-game scenario. 
The performance parameter-2 consists of minimisation of total 
inflight path constraint which physically means reduction of 
aerodynamic load on the FV. So all ( ), , ,t h vK K K Kα should be 
positive. In present problem these values are (1.0E05, 5.0, 2.0) 
and ( )1Kα =  which have been evolved by trial and error.

The function fmincon of MATLAB optimisation toolbox, 
a general purpose performance index minimisation routine 
under linear and nonlinear equality and inequality constraints 
has been used to solve present problem. The optimisation was 
started initially in the first pass with only five grid points Nb 
during boost phase and twelve grid points Nc = 3×(Nb – 1) during 
coast phase. So in the first pass of trajectory optimisation, there 
is total number of 17 grid points. In the second pass, Nb = 2 × 
5 − 1 = 9 and Nc = 3× (Nb − 1) has been chosen. The algorithm 
for choice of (Nb, Nc) for different iterations is given below. In  
the first pass, for 17 grid points (Nb,1 = 5), the NLP constraints 
are for during coast phase. So in the first pass of trajectory 
optimisation, there is total number of 17 grid  points. In the 
second pass, 

Nb = 2 × 5 − 1 = 9 and Nc = 3× (Nb − 1) has been chosen. 
The algorithm for choice of (Nb,Nc) for different iterations is 
given  in Mukherjee16, et al. In the first pass, for 17 grid points 
(Nb,1 = 5), the NLP constraints are formed using trapezoidal 
discretisation. Total five passes are required for achieving 
convergence in present problem. In fifth and last pass the grid 
points are 65 and Hermite-Simpson discretisation is used. One 
typical trajectory optimisation of present TFV is discussed.

Present TFV is launched vertically from ground. In 
launcher it is for 0.5 s. At launch exit initial states for trajectory 
optimisation are (Vh, Vv, r, h) as (0, 25 m/s, 0 m, 300 m). 
Pursuer has to reach at mid-course end (rf, hf) as (15, 5) km. 
The path constraints are α < 15 deg and Qα < 15000 N rad/
m2 from structural design consideration. For the present case 
study normalised optimal trajectory profile along with optimal 
-profile are shown in Figs. (3 and 4), respectively. Coincidence 

Figure  2.  Free body diagram of present TFV.
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of point mass continuous simulation with NLP discrete points 
indicate convergence of optimisation algorithm.

3. ANN bAseD ON-lINe OPTIMuM 
TrAJeCTOrY GeNerATION
In the previous section, generation of optimal trajectory 

has been discussed. Now ANN will be discussed to train a 
bunch of optimal trajectories and to obtain the control input _ 
from trained ANN for on-line application. The ANN training 
topology for on-line trajectory generation is shown in Fig. 5. 
Based on literature survey it is imperative to state that the 
researchers have used position and velocity information of 
both pursuer and evader for generating training data set. The 
aim of the present study is to take the Pursuer only up to PIP. 
Based on evader kinematic information and knowing time to 
go (tgo) approximately, PIP can be calculated apriori. The aim 
 of the mid-course guidance is to guide the pursuer only up to 
PIP which can be approximate. The mid-course errors can be 
corrected in terminal seeker based guidance. For guiding the 
pursuer up to PIP no evader kinematic information is required. 
Generally evader is tracked by ground radar and data link is 
used to transmit the evader kinematic information to pursuer. 
Aim of present investigation is to guide the pursuer up to PIP 

without use of tracking radar and data link during mid-course to 
make the weapon system cost effective and simple. So present 
ANN topology has been evolved with minimum number 
of inputs (Xnn). It consists of two stages ANN1 and ANN2.  
Inputs to ANN1 is (hPIP , rtogo) where rtogo = xPIP − xp(t). The 
output of ANN1 is estimated instantaneous pursuer height 
ˆ ( )ph t . Input to ANN2 is (hPIP , ˆ

ph , rtogo ) and output of ANN2 
is estimated ˆ( )tθ . The present topology has been evolved 
keeping in mind that ANN should function satisfactory with 
no evader and minimum pursuer kinematic information. An 
in house developed CMAC developed for training bunch of 

Figure 5. On-line trajectory generation scheme.

Figure  3. Normalised FV optimal trajectory.

Figure 4. Corresponding optimal θ-profile time history.
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optimal trajectories and brief description of CMAC algorithm  
is given below. 

CMAC in Algorithmic form 
CMAC is a single layer and single neuron associative 

memory networks. First introduced by Albus17, they are 
inspired by the models for the functions of human cerebellum 
have grown lot of interest since nineties among researchers in 
the field of learning control and robotics due to their attractive 
features such as high training speed, fast convergence to global 
optima, excellent functional representation etc. It can learn 
nonlinear relationship for broad category of functions y = f(x1, 
· · ·, xM). To compute the output y, it carries out quantisation 
of corresponding inputs, gets a list of active memory address 
and sums the weights located at these addresses. The active 
addresses are determined by a three stage mapping of the 
corresponding input points, such as Quantisation, Segment 
Address and Associated Address mapping which is shown 
schematically in Fig. 6. Govindarao has developed a novel 
algorithmic generalisation of method of Albus for any number 
of inputs and applied successfully for approximation of many 
complex functions related to Chemical Process Engineering. 
In present problem also the training of kinematic data has been 
carried out by CMAC of Govindarao18. The authors wish to 
state that present generalised algorithmic form of CMAC is not 
available in any published literature on aerospace application 
till date. 

3.2 segment Address Mapping
The numbers Im

(n)  to (Im
(n) + (g-1)) constitute g segment 

addresses of mth input variable for nth input point, where g is 
generalisation parameter, which constitutes the number of 
weights whose sum is considered to represent the corresponding 
target value.
 –  Arrange these g numbers in the increasing order of      the 

residue with respect to g as (a (n) 1m, · · ·, a(n)
 gm )

–  Same way get M such sets,( a(n) 1m for i = 1, · · ·, g)    For 
all variables (m = 1, · · ·, M). 

–  Arrange the M sets into g sets with each element of a set 
having same residue with respect to g.

–  Repeat the above steps for each of the inputs (∀ n = 1, · 
· ·, N).

3.3 Associated Address Mapping
 Involves concatenation of the above segmentation 

addresses sets to obtain g associative cell address, ( )iA n , for 
(i = 1, · · ·, g) for each input/output pair. The algorithm for nth 
input/ output pair (to be repeated∀  n = 1, · · ·,N) in brief is 
as follows:
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3.4 CMAC Training Algorithm
1.  Specify g.
2.  Construct the input space.
3.  Initialise the weights wi = 0 for (i = 1, · · ·, P) where P is 

the total number of associated cells.
4.  Get cell addresses ( )iA n  for each input / output pair using 

the algorithm described above.
5.  Compute outputs
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 and calculate e(n) = t(n) − y(n).

6.  Learning: update weights by using
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Figure  6. schematic diagram of CMNN.

3.1 Quantisation Mapping
Let the nth input-output pair to be trained be ( ( )

1
nx , · · ·, 

( )n
mx ; t(n)). The mapping can be defined by 

( )
min( ) 1

n
m mn

m
m

x x
I INT

r

æ ö÷ç - ÷ç ÷ç= +÷ç ÷ç ÷÷çè ø
for (m  = 1, · · ·, M; and n = 1, · · ·, N) where 
(M,N)  =   Total inputs variables and points

( )n
mx      =   mth input variable of nth input

xm,min        =   Lower limit of mth input variable
xm,max       =  Upper limit of mth input variable
rm             =  Resolution of input variable

( )n
mI      =  Quantisation interval (mth variable of nth input)
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 Based on least mean square (LMS) learning using steepest 
descent update rule where (η) is learning coefficient of the 
order of 0.1 to 0.5.

7.  Calculate RMS error

 

( )( )21

N n
n

e

N
=Φ=

∑
      for each epoch                           (7)

8.  Checking: If Φ  is less than ε or if the number of epochs 
is greater than pre-specified limit, completion of training 
occurs. Otherwise repeat from step 5 till convergence. 
Here the associated addresses ( )n

iA  have to be generated 
and the weights have to be evaluated ∀  i = 1, · · ·, g & n 
= 1,· · ·, N.

9.  Schematic block diagram for CMNN for multiple input 
and single output is shown in Fig. 6. Present CMAC has 
two stages as ANN1 and ANN2 (Fig. 5). Inputs to ANN1 
for training are (hpip, Rto−go). Range to go is Rto−go = xpip 
− xp. Output is estimated pursuer altitude ( )ˆ

ph .  ANN2 
is trained with three inputs ( )-

ˆ, ,pip p to goh h R  and the output 
is network estimated pursuer attitude θ̂ . Various optimal 
trajectories with given initial and terminal conditions 
have been generated as described before (Section 2). PIP 
is the points for pursuer to reach optimally and from there 
it should lock on to evader for intercepting with terminal 
homing guidance. Spread of the PIP is mainly dictated by 
seeker field of view.
The optimal trajectory data used for training both ANN1 

and ANN2 corresponds to the four trajectories of evader PIP 
pertaining to hpip = (3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5) km and xpip = 15 km 
have generated initially. This data set has been used to train 
CMAC as discussed above. Then for PIP of (xpip, hpip) = (15, 
5) km altitude θ̂  has been evaluated from trained network. 
This particular trajectory was not in the bunch used for ANN 
training. Estimated ( )ˆ

ph  from trained ANN1 along with 
estimation error is shown in Fig. 7. Then inputs to ANN2 are 
( )-

ˆ, ,pip p to goh h R  and the corresponding output is θ̂ . Estimated 
θ̂  along with estimation error is shown in Fig. 8. In present 
study g = 300, maximum RMS error for convergence = 1.0E 
− 05 and total epochs for training convergence is 2000. Here 
g is associated memory address and generalisation parameter. 
The value of g has been arrived as tuning parameter and 
for this value the performance of trained network is best 
in terms of RMS error of estimated output with respect to 
true value.

4. GuIDANCe DeMAND TrACKING 
AuTOPIlOT
During mid-course guidance θ̂  from ANN output is 

tracked by θ-tracking (Fig. 9). The attitude tracking autopilot 
is done by thrust vectoring control (TVC) and Aerodynamic 
Control (ADC) both, starting from launch till dynamic pressure 
builds up ADC can not be used. During initial phase of flight 
both TVC and ADC are used till booster end. Later with 
dynamic pressure build up ADC becomes effective. This section 
explains the modelling of the jet vane phase and the design of 
autopilot. The TFV is vertically launched and its attitude has 
to be controlled from the time it comes out of canister. The 
propulsion consists of both booster and sustainer till 8 seconds 
and design has been carried out to use TVC till propulsion 
end and then the TVC mechanism is ejected. According to the 
design control deflection for TVC as well as ADC are same due 
to same actuator. The state and output equations for controller 
design along pitch plane are 19
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here, the transfer function (TF) of body pitch rate to pitch 
deflection is
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Figure  8. FV estimated attitude from trained CMAC.

Figure 9. Schematic diagram of Ѳ-tracking autopilot (mid-course 
guidance).Figure 7. Normalised FV estimated altitude from trained CMAC.
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where ( ),n a n jvC Cδ δ  are (ADC, TVC) control characteristics, 

( ), ,s Pqα δ  are (angle of attack, sensed pitch rate, fin 
deflection),  

( ), ( , )m yyV I are Velocity moment of inertia  

along pitch plane
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In frequency domain design of autopilot second order 
actuator of (natural frequency, damping ratio) as  ( ),a aω ς  = (30 
Hz, 0.6) and loop delay of 5 mili seconds has been considered. 
These numbers are based on hardware characteristics. Generally 

inner loop gain crossover frequency ,
5 3

a c
C i

ω ω
ω = ω =     and 

3
iKθ

ω
=  for  maximum separation among different loops19.  

In  present case ( ), ,c i Kθω ω  is (6, 2, 1) Hz. Design ensures 
(GM, PM) to be more than (6 dB, 30 deg). The phase cross over 
frequency Pω   should be 2 Cω . We wish to state that present 
design is preliminary in nature and Pω  has not been fine tuned. 
Subsequently in detailed design all stringent specifications will 
be met through proper compensator design. The TFV pitch 
plane flight dynamical equations (Eqn 12) are based on Fig. 
10. The designed autopilot as above has been integrated with 
pitch plane equation. During mid-course guidance the autopilot 
tracking of ANN estimated θ̂ is shown in Fig. 11.  At present 
study realistic actuator model has not been used. So tracking 

performance along with ( ),p qδ  time history is very smooth.  
The latax autopilot is used to track guidance demanded pitch 
latax19. 
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5. sIMPlIFIeD seeKer MODel AND PN 
GuIDANCe DurING HOMING
TFV is equipped with RF seeker and the available 

measurements are relative range, relative range rate, LOS angle 
and LOS rates ( ), , ,l l l lr r γ γ  between pursuer and evader. Present 
formulation being along pitch plane, corresponding state and 
measurement equations are given below. EKF has been used to 
solve present problem and are available in Sarkar20, et al. The 
state equations consisting of (Δx, ΔVx, atx,Δz, ΔVz, atz) are

-

-

1-

1-

mx

mz

tx

tz

x

z

x tx mx a

z tz mz a

tx a
x

tz a
z

x V
z V
V a a

V a a

a

a

∆ = ∆
∆ = ∆

∆ = +ω

∆ = +ω

= +ω
τ

= +ω
τ













                                                   (13)

where state variables (Δx, ΔVx, atx, Δz, ΔVz, atz)  are (relative 
position, velocity, target acceleration) along (x, z) axes  
(Fig. 10).  Figure  10.  TFV equations of motion along pitch plane.

Figure  11.  dθ  - tracking autopilot along with ( pδ , q).

Normalised Time
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The target acceleration components are first order Gauss 
Markov with corelation time constant ( ),x zτ τ . 

The random noise component is zero mean Gaussian noise ( ),amx amzω ω . The corresponding process noise covariance’s 

are 
2 2

2 2atx atz
atx atz

x z

Q and Q
σ σ

= =
τ τ

. The measurements along the 

LOS
Frames are

2 2
1

22 2

-1
3

42 2

tan

-

lm

lm

lm

lm

r x z
x x z zr

x z
z
x

z x z x
x z

= ∆ + ∆ + η
∆ ∆ + ∆ ∆

= + η
∆ + ∆

∆ γ = + η ∆ 
∆ ∆ ∆ ∆

γ = + η
∆ + ∆

 





                                               (14)

here,  ( )1 2 3 4, , ,η η η η  are zero mean Gaussian measurement 
noise. So present estimation consists of Eqn (13) with six 
state variables ( ), , , , , T

x z tx tzx z V V a a∆ ∆ ∆ ∆  
and measurement equation Eqn. (14) with four 

measurements ( ), , , T
lm lm m mr r l γ . Our aim is to 

obtain  1̂cV r=   and LOS rate 1
ˆλ= γ   and latax 

is generated along pitch plane as '
z cN Vη = λ  For 

filter tuning P0 = diag (1.0E02, 1.0E02, 1.0E02, 

1.0E02, 1.0E01, 1.0E01), Q = diag (1E − 05, 1E 
−Vc 05, 1E − 05, 1E − 05, 1E − 01, 1E − 01) have 
been used. The true measurement data has been 
contaminated by white noise with (one σ) 
measurement error as (10 m, 5 m/s, 0.1 deg, 0.5 
deg/s). τ  for process noise has been considered 
as 10 second. The numbers have been arrived 
at based on experience and RF seeker hardware 
manual. Time history of LOS rate estimation 
error corresponding to one MC sample of 
present engagement is shown in Fig. 12. This 
figure clearly indicates that noise attenuation is 
very good.

6. VAlIDATION OF PrOPOseD 
GuIDANCe THrOuGH 
sIMulATION 
Now let us validate above concepts through 

pitch plane simulation. First all different optimal 
trajectories upto PIP are generated (Sections 
(2-3)). Based on training of different optimal 
trajectories as ANN output ˆ

dθ  profile for (xpip, 
hpip) = (15, 5) km has been evolved. Initially based 
on evader velocity and altitude information from 
ground radar data PIP is known. Generally during 
mid-course phase evader does not maneuver.  
It starts maneuvering after seeker locks on during 
terminal guidance. So without loss of generality 
pursuer can reach PIP based on ˆ

dθ  tracking 

during ANN based mid-course guidance. This ensures no need 
of data link during mid-course. So initially evader is at (21, 5) 
km away from pursuer and it is approaching towards PIP at 
speed of 200 m/s. Once pursuer reaches PIP, seeker will lock on 
within range of 6 km range to go and system will switch over to 
terminal guidance. PN guidance is used from estimated seeker 
outputs (Section 5). Normalised Pursuer-evader trajectory is 
shown in Fig. 13. 

Total 300 MC runs have been taken for ensuring system 
robustness. In present study seeker noise model and aero 
data uncertainty within bound of ±10 % has been considered. 
Histogram of handing over error before seeker lock on is 
depicted in Fig. 14. This error (157 m) is due to aerodynamic 
uncertainties. For a seeker lock on range of 6 km it leads to 
1.5°  which is well within seeker beam width ± 4°  to acquire 
the target for switching over to terminal guidance. Cumulative 
Distribution Function (CDF) plot of miss distance is shown in 
Fig. 15. The miss distance as ( ),x σ  is (1.0, 0.6) m. This is due 
to seeker noise and aerodynamic uncertainty. 

Figure 13. Normalised FV-target trajectory.

Figure 12. Time history of lOs rate estimation error (one MC sample of present 
engagement).
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7.  CONClusION AND FuTure WOrK 
In the present investigation ANN based mid-course 

guidance law has been designed for the pursuer to reach PIP 
optimally with minimum flight time and maximum velocity 
at mid-course end. A cascaded CMAC based ANN has been 
developed for the pursuer to reach predesignated PIP with only 
pursuer kinematic information of range and altitude alone. 
Present algorithm needs no evader information eliminating the 
need of tracking radar and data link for tracking during mid-
course guidance. The training set of optimal trajectories have 
been evolved by trajectory optimisation using direct method. 
ANN estimated ˆ

dθ  has been tracked by attitude hold autopilot 
during mid-course guidance and during seeker based terminal 
homing guidance demand has been tracked by latax autopilot. 
Complete concept has been validated along pitch plane 3 
degrees of freedom model.

In present simulation actuator and time delay has not been 
included. The complete engagement study has to be carried out 
using high fidelity six degrees of freedom FV dynamical model 
in presence of seeker noise, actuator non-linearity, autopilot 
lag and aerodynamic as well as  thrust uncertainty. Also for 
practical implementation it is required to train lot of input/output 
data set corresponding to different engagement conditions 
at different altitudes and engagement orientations, using DL  
technique11–14. At present this study is under progress.
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